It is the official opinion of the Election Supervisory Board (ESB) that rules pertaining to campaigns for all representatives of the 2011 University of Texas Student Government Assembly (UTSGA) shall remain in effect.

Outgoing members of the UTSGA who are either retiring or were defeated for reelection or defeated for a new office he or she was running for may not, as members of the UTSGA who were reelected to his or her positions or were elected to a different position within the UTSGA, personally endorse any remaining candidates.

We believe that the election is still ongoing, and as such, the rules are still in effect. Further, we believe that should representatives choose to endorse viable candidates, unofficial tickets may be formed.

This advisory opinion shall apply to all bodies that recognize the UT SG Election Code as a governing document and abides by the UT SG’s rules governing endorsements.
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